HOME BIRTH
-8-10 clean towels, old ones are fine
-washcloths X3
-plastic sheet like a shower curtain or table cloth X2-3
-blue pads (puppy pee pads from the $ store are great, you will also get blue pads from the
midwives in your home birth kit and I bring some, as well)
-small fish net if planning to be in the water
-garbage bags
-a bowl for the placenta
-a large ziploc bag for placenta
-tall water bottle/tumbler with a straw
-drinks with electrolytes + sugar
-flashlight (for your birth team to use if the room is really dark)
-Tylenol, Advil, Gravol, Arnica
-newborn hat/toque (optional)
-medication to have ready in your fridge (your midwife will give you this at your prenatal
appointment)
-birth documents (your midwife will give you this at your prenatal appointment)
-hydrogen peroxide for stains on furniture/carpet
-home birth kit from the midwives given at your prenatal appointment which includes some
of their supplies and things like mesh underwear, some pads and a peri bottle etc.
-birth altar, or anything else you’d like for ambiance and relaxation (see suggestions below)
-fan
-pre-made padsicles in your freezer or small plastic bag for making ice pack
-lots of snacks
Tips:
-have your address clearly lit/illuminated outside so your birth team knows where to arrive
-suggestions for ambiance + ultimate relaxation: birth altar, written birth affirmations,
relaxing music, candles, essential oils, a dark + cozy space, counter pressure, massage,
acupressure, TENS machine, birth ball, rebozo, fan, eye-mask
-have your birthing space be near a bathroom
-have your birth space reflect a cave or womb to promote physiologic birth, a space where
there are going to be minimal distractions or disruptions. The darker (or ability to make the
space dark if desired) + more undisturbed the better
-intentionally tend to and charge your birth “field” in the months leading up to the birth.
Practice meditating and visualizing your ideal birth and create a potent field that you can
easily enter and surrender in for when the time comes.
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-if using a birth pool, your midwives will need access to 3 sides of the pool and also a flat
surface like a dresser or table. They also need easy-access to outlets. If your birth space
does not have many outlets, consider picking up an extension cord, and power bar with
grounded outlets (3 holes for 3 prongs).
-make your bed with the bottom layer being a clean fitted sheet, with a plastic sheet on top,
then another clean fitted bed sheet on top of both layers. That way, in the birth process
if/when fluid gets on your sheet, we can easily strip down your bed with a fresh sheet
underneath and you can snuggle into a clean bed and get cozy with your new baby!
-the room you birth in will need to be warm. Depending on the time of year your baby is
born, or how warm your house is, someone on your birth team may need to turn up the heat
near the end of your labour. Your birth team will throw some towels into your dryer for after
baby is born to keep you both warm and comfortable. Your body temperature will naturally
regulate baby’s by being skin to skin :)
-turn of EO diffuser before baby is born
-ensure hallways are cleared with easy access to your birth space in case of need to
transfer into hospital (with paramedics)
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